Sose2022 Colloquium talks

10/05/2022 - Zoom I Paula Rubio-Fernandez (University of Norway & MIT)
The psychophysics of referential communication: Discriminability vs informativity

17/05/2022 - Zoom I Manfred Sailer (Goethe University)
Workshop on Database ‘SearchEngine’

31/05/2022 - Zoom I Mark C. Baker (Rutgers University)
Modeling the position of the attributive adjective in French: a quantitative and experimental approach

24/05/2022 - Zoom I Juliette Thuler (Université Jean Jaurès Toulouse)
On logophorical phenomena inside nominals: Implications for NP structure

07/06/2022 - Zoom I Artemis Alexiadou (Humboldt University of Berlin)
Numeral-noun combinations and the hidden partitive hypothesis revisited

16/06/2022 - Zoom I Maria Teresa Guasti (University of Milan Bicocca)
Relative clauses across languages and across mode of acquisition

21/06/2022 - Zoom I Elaine Francis (Purdue University)
Gradient acceptability at the intersections of syntax, discourse, and language processing

28/06/2022 - Zoom I Adrian Brasoveanu (University of Santa Cruz)
Induction of Rule Ordering in Production-based Processing Models

10/07/2022 - Zoom I Alexandra Simonenko (Ghent University)
What can historical treebanks teach us about noun phrase semantics?

12/07/2022 - Zoom I Shota Momma (University of Massachusetts, Amherst)
Structure building in speaking

Nuhbalaoglu@em.uni-frankfurt.com (for contact)
Campus Westend, Seminarhaus: Room SH 1.104
https://nominal-modification.de/ @RTG_NomMod